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We have the experience, enthusiasm and motivation required 

to offer friends of adventure, nature, sport, sea, tradition, wine 

and gastronomy and luxury all they may desire in Spain.
• We think we are your best DMC in Spain cause we are experts and "exquisite" in dealing with companies and

their employees and customers. We are “final providers” so we do not depend on other to create our

experiences.

• We organize surprising, creative, innovative and enjoyable experiences using the resources of the chosen

destination. Enotourism, 4x4 tours, gymkhanas, gastronomy, ocean races, helicopter flights, shows, traditional

sports exhibitions, etc ... Destinations that we know very well thanks to our TV Show

• We take care of every last detail. Business or corporate meetings; Launching of new products; Conferences;

Exhibitions; Customer and supplier appreciation programmes; Corporate anniversaries; Institutional events; food

or craft fairs, Corporate Responsibility, etc.

• We have offices in Rioja, Basque Country, Andalusia, Madrid and Barcelona. As a travel agency we can design a

comprehensive programme by adding transport, accommodation or anything else that you may need to turn your

experience into unforgettable memories.

“We make dreams come true, miracles take a little longer"



País Vasco

Rioja

Ribera del Duero
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EN ESTE DOSSIER…

NORTE DE ESPAÑA



Spanish gastronomy is one the best in the world; there are almost 75 wine regions; Spain is
the biggest olive oil producer in the world… So gastronomy is best excuse to visit Spain.

Wine tourism & gastronomy

Wine tourism is not only visiting wineries
but enjoying a place, traditions, culture,
landscape. We run the tourism department
of different wineries so we can organice any
kind of event or activity in them.

You will pair wine with food,
music or even the stars. You will
play “masterchef” in a vineyard
or even produce your own wine.

Pintxos in the Basque Country,
tapas in Madrid, Andalucía or
Barcelona; Michelin Star
Restaurants, showcookings. A food
trucks event on the coast.

Picnic and barbecues, Yoga in between

vineyards, Gastronomic festivals, and of

course, visits to wineries. But wineries

that have something to tell.
And not only wine but olive
oil, ham, beer and other
typical spanish products.



Spanish beaches are famous cause weather conditions and waves are perfect to practice
any nautical sport. But also kayaking or boatrips can be organize in a river.

Kayaking in the sea or a river or even
play “Basket Kayak”: a basket match
but in the water. Driving kayas, using
the paddles like arms and baskets as
your goal. A funny game that depends
on weather conditions.

We own sailboats and yachts that

allow us to offer both boatrips and

ocean races. An ocean race is a

competition in which captains will

teach their teams how to manage

the boat if they want to win. A real

but not extreme competition to

see who is better.

Spanish Coast and Rivers

Let us organice your event at the

beach and enjoy sport and gastronomy;

music and good feelings; sun and

landscapes; surise or sunset.

Dive to enjoy the sea floor, swing with
dolphins, practice our “coastering” in the
clifts.

Surf, windsurf, kitesurf, flyboard, watersky,
coastering and all the activities you can
imagine.



NATURE IN SPAIN

Orientation gymkhanas specially design for
you: a challenge in which participants, divided
into smaller teams will haver to follow the hints
to discover the final stop. Before getting each
hint the team will have to solve or pass a test.

Spectacular tour in off-road
vehicles. Combining road,
mountain and culture.

Spanish landscapes are really amazing. Mountains, valleys, vineyards, olive trees… Depending on
the región you can enjoy incredible experiences.

Walking, bike, Segway or quad tours; Via Ferrata;
Photographic tours and workshops; Caving; Airsoft,
paintball; Karts; Archery; Rock climbing; Death slides

Teambuilding activities, and
challenges that are created
according to the likes and
characteristics of participants,
weather conditions and size of
the group.

Balloon and helicopter flights, paragliding, 
parachuting



This project is related to the story of some pirates that lived in Basque Country, Rioja and
Ribera del Duero; one day they decided to start an amazing trip to Japan. So they took
some bottles of wine with them, and some of them fell into the sea. And we wonder… what
did it happen to this wine? Would it be possible to drink?

You will sail, dive or walk through the
clifts to discover the bottles wich are
aging in the Basque Coast; there you
will enjoy the landscapes, gastronomy,
pintxos, adventure.

Locations wich are very well conected

from Madrid or Bilbao and will make

the difference.

Wine & Sea will take in 3, 4 or 7 days

to discover best in Basque Country,

Rioja and Ribera del Duero. An

unforgettable trip around the coast and

the sea.

You will visit our wineries in Rioja where
you will taste the wines or even try to
survive our “scape room” in a cellar. And
many more interesting things to discover.

You will visit our winery in Ribera

del Duero and live their traditions,

taste the typical “Toasted Lamb” and

many more.

Wine & Sea. A unique project



The Basque Country (Euskadi) is located in northern Spain. World renowned for its cuisine and unique traditions, the
Basque Country offers a huge diversity of cultures and traditions that are reflected in all its geography.

There we organaize
gymkhanas, workshops
and exhibitions of:
Pelota (Jai Alai), rural
sports (Herri Kirolak), “
Txalaparta” and
“Trikitritxa” (musical
instruments), typical
dances, gastronomy,
pintxos and all those
things wich make the
difference.

The Guggenheim Museum in

Bilbao, “La Concha” beach in San

Sebastián, Vitoria’s Cathedral,

the Añana, the Hanging Bridge

of Bizkaia, the Flysch;

the «pintxos» Michelin star

restaurants, the Txakolí and

wine from Rioja Alavesa…

Exceptional landscapes that

combine sea and mountains,

tradition and modernity.

Our best sellers there are:

gymkhanas (different types),

off-road tours, ocean races,

exhibitions of traditions

customized tours in Rioja,

unique events in wineries,

coastering and our scape

room in the cellar.

SPECIALLY IN THE BASQUE COUNTRY & RIOJA

For us, Rioja is the most beatiful
wine región in Spain and for that
reason we run different wineries so
we can organize any kind of event
there.



LA RIOJA IS A MUST

Laurel Street in Logroño and its “tapas” are a
must-see; as well as the visits to the symbolic
towns of Santo Domingo de la Calzada, where
the rooster crowed after having been roasted,
Ezcaray, the most touristic town and San Millan
de la Cogolla, the cradle of the Castilian
language.

In Rioja Oriental and Rioja Baja, we
find prehistoric remains, the Romans’
legacy, grastronomy around
vegetables, Arnedo footwear, olive
growing, natural hot springs and
castles. Sensational settings to live all
kinds of experiences.

La Rioja, the land named after wine, has a lot to offer. From wine tourism to the prehistoric footprints of dinosaurs, passing through the
city of footwear, natural hot springs, olive oil, monasteries, gastronomy and of course, its capital, Logroño.

The Wine Battle in Haro is just an example
of the importance that wine has in this
region, making dreams come true among
its vinyards and wineries.

The Camino de Santiago shows itself
important in its natural
environment, where mountains and
even snow activities are always
present. No matter the season of
the year all excuses are welcome to
enjoy La Rioja.

An ideal place to enjoy the perfect combination of
modern times and traditions thanks to the creativity of
our proposals, both for celebration and enjoyment as
well as for teamwork.



Endless Cantabria is the slogan of this small province that, however, houses nonstop resources to organize all
kinds of events in it. Mountain, coast, tradition, top quality products, El Camino…

Going around towns and
villages, the coast, valleys
means entering a world
where time stood still to
show us the best it
houses.

Santander with the

Magdalena Palace, the town

and villages on El Camino de

Santiago, the medieval town

of Santillana del Mar, Potes,

Picos de Europa, skiing in

Alto Campoo, or Cabarceno

Natural Park are just some of

the excuses to visit Cantabria

and enjoy it as you deserve.

CANTABRIA IS A MUST

Learn about the elaboration process of
the well-known Cantabrian anchovy, the
sobao pasiego cakes, the wines and
liquors, all through our innovative
proposals.

And what to say about fishing, seafood or the
products that come from vegetable gardens… A
world of flavours within reach. An endless world to
discover.



NAVARRA IS A MUST

Enjoy Sanfermines in Pamplona, the wine
fountain in Ayegui, the Pyrenean mountains ,
Irati rainforest, las Bárdenas Reales, the Castle
in Olite, the speed in Los Arcos circuit or walking
along the Camino de Santiago; all these are just
a few of the reasons to visit Navarra.

The Castle of Javier or the
Monastery of Leyre are just two of
the religious monuments related to
the history of this área, that
always gave people from Navarra a
unique personality , and allowed
them to be one of the most
important kingdoms in the Iberian
peninsula in the Middle Ages.

Navarra stirs passions among Fiesta lovers. Its appeal goes much further than just that, showing a great diversity of cultures, landscapes
and traditions that make of it an ideal destination for everyone.

Their asparagus, beans, wines and
wineries, truffles and El Roncal cheese give
us the perfect excuse to organise excellent
gastronomic events based on these
products and in a unique movie setting.

All the nature around will tell us not
only about el Camino de Santiago but
also about its legends and mysteries,
the Zugarramurdi caves, the magic
tours around in all kinds of vehicles,
as well as a large number of active
tourism proposals.

A destination full of nice people,; people involved
in sustainability and very concerned about their
future. The perfect combination of festivities,
traditions and the Slow Tourism movement.



RIBERA DEL DUERO IS A MUST

You cannot miss our base, located in Aranda de
Duero, a town full of caves and medieval
wineries, very well connected to Madrid. There
you will learn all about our tourism and
gastronomy with the excuse of visiting the
home where one of our pirates of “Wine &
Sea” lived.

It is difficult to escape the temptation of tasting roast
suckling lamb, a typical dish of this region, that you will
take with some salad, “morcilla” , excellent desserts and
some other traditional products.

Ribera del Duero is one of the best known wine regions in Spain. It includes more than 100km of
vineyards, history, traditions, art and gastronomy at both river banks; as Duero passes through
the cities of Soria, Burgos and Valladolid.

Much more than just wine:
landscapes, medieval villages ,
history, traditions and the
possiblility of approaching each
setting according to your
interests. For all kinds of
celebratrions, business
meetings and pleasure trips.

A tour through the history of
this region, from medieval
times to these days, with wine
as the common thread.
Organizing all kinds of
experiences in our wineries.

The perfect destination for a getaway trip, 
far from the stress of your daily routine.


